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ON THE DISCONTINUOUS CHANGE WITH 
ELECTRODE POTENTIAL OF CHARGE REQUIRED 

TO IN~REASE UNIT AREA OF 
HYDROGEN ELECTRODE OF MERCURY. 

By 

Koshiro MIYAHARA * and Tetsuo TAKAISI**. 

(1). Introduction. 

T. HONDAl
) has observed a discontinuou.s change of electric charge 

required to build up new surface of hydrogen electrode of mercury 
kept at a definite potential as shown in Fig. 1. Hydrogen electrode 
process on mercury proceeds acording to HomuTI et aP). through the 
electrochemical mechanism, 

2H+(b) ==; 2H+(a)1 
+ J:=; H;t~a)+ 15 N H 2 , 

215 

( 1 ) 

i. 0. through the sequence, adsorption of hydrogen ion H+(b) in solution 
to form adsorbed ion H+(a), the combination of the latter with metal 
electron 15 on the electrode resulting in adsorbed hydrogen-molecuIe
ion H;t(a) and its neutralization to complete hydrogen molecule; the 
latter process determines the rate leaving the former two in partial 
or preliminary equilibrium. 

The H+(a) and H;t(a) being two possible intermediates adsorbed on 
the electrode surface in partial equilibrium with each other and with 
H+(b), it might be suggested with HONDA· that the observed discon
tinuity has to do with the abrupt change of coverage along with the 
variation of the electrode potential, from H+(a) rich to H;(a) rich one, 
the latter being half-neutralized state of 2H+(a). 

*) Dep. Chern. Faculty of Sci" Hokkaido Univ. 
~f*) lnst, Catalysis, Hokkaido Univ. 
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!twas observed by HORIUTI and MITUYA3
) however that the curve 

of logarithm of the cathodic current i versus electrode potential '1) 

has a break at '1) = -0.035 volt as shown in Fig. 2, Tafel's constant 

RT alni ( db' 1 b b I h '. t -~F --= 1: F: Fara ay) emg .3 or 0.3 a ove or e ow t e pom ar; . • 
respectively. 

According to the theoretical result arrived at by HORIUTI, KEII 

and HIROTA
2
), 1: is a proper function a+unity at higher '1), where Hi(a) 

population is small enough to leave the interaction amoung Hi(a) ne
grigible, whereas simply a at lower '1) where the population is large 
enough to cause appreciable interaction whIch practically' prevents its 
further increase with decreasing '1). 

It follows that the population of Hi(a) w'as already appreciable 
around the electrode poten~ial of the HONDA'S discontinuity, much 
lower than that of the break and hence such transition as of the Hi(a) 
rich to Hi(a) rich coverage responcible for the observed discontinuity 
is very impossible. The propriety of the picture was questioned in 
the present paper by studing whether the discontinuity could afterall 
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Figure 2. 

The number E of elementary charges required The dependence of the catbodic current 
to build up new surface of hydrogen electrode of hydrogen electrode of mercury on 
of mercury kept at definite electrode potential electrode potential 7J. (J. HORIUTI & A. 
7J. (T. HONDA.) MITUYA.) 

at the observed '1) and in the range compatible with the observed 
change of E and, jf at all, the quantities, especially the abundance of 
the intermediates and the interaction energy amoung them relevant 

3) J. HORlUTI & A. MlTUYA: ibid, 2, No.1, 79. (1951) 
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to the theoretical description of the discontinuity, of their consistency 
and adequancy. 

(2). Existence of Discontinuity • 

. The problem of the project was investigated by approximating (I) 
the interaction energy according to BRAGG and WILLIAMS and assuming 
(II)R+(a) and Ri(a) of being exclusive constituents of the positive side 
of the HELMHOLTZ'S double layer without diffuse potential at the ele
ctrode surface. 

From the equilibrium relations in the electrochemical mechanism 
(1) it follows that, 

pA(a) = pAlb) e'" 
pR(a) = (pA(b)ypt = (pA(b)fp~e kT, 

and 

where r; = V- Vo 

1 
f (2 ) 

is the electrode potential refered to that of the reversible hydrogen 
electrode and pA or pR the BOLTZ~UNN factor of the chemical potential of 
A or B respectively, which stands respectively for H+ orRi, notations 
(a) or (b) designating the adsorbed state or that in solution respectively 
and suffix 0 quantity appropriate the reversible hydrogen electrode. 
The pa is generally expressed in terms of the BOLTZ~fANN factor qa of 
the reversible work required to bring up /3, which represents A or B, 
from its reference state onto a preriminarily evacuated adsorption site 
(J for /3 and the probability (90(/J) and (90(0) of (J being ·occupied by /3 or 
altogether empty, as4 >, 

~_ (9a<a) 

pg _. (90(0) 

We have from (2) and (3) the adsorption isotherm, 

q~(a) 8A ( WAR ) 
pA(b) = 1-8 exp . kT 8E for R+ 

and 

where 

4) J. HORlUTI: ibid., 1, No.1, 13, (1948) § 5. 
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and hence i-o = 8<1(0)' 

The qt(a) (or q~(a») is the BOLTZ~IANN factor of the portion of the re
versible work for A (or B) not due to the mutual interaction, WABO B 
(or WABOA) the part, in accordance with approximation (I), due to the 
interaction with B (or A) in the surroundings except the electrostatic 
part already allowed for in terms of the HEL~moLTz's double layer 
and WBBOB the part of the reversible work for B due to surrounding 
B's: WAB or WBB is hence the value of WABOB or WBBOB at OB=1 respec
tively: WAA similarly defined vanishes, the relevant interaction being 
purly electrosta tical. 

The pA(b\ p~, qt(a) and q!/(a) may be taken all constant determined 
by the experimental condition. 

Differenciating the logarithms of (4) and (5) by E, the number of 
the elementary charges required to build up new surface of hydrogen 
electrode of mercury per unit area, we obtain, 

o = l~~~_ + ~1~~ + WAB aOB (7 ) 
OA aE 1-0 aE kT aE 

and _~_?T)_=~ aOB +~1~~+ WAB atJA + WBB aOB (8) 
kT aE OB aE 1-0 aE kT aE kT aE' 

We have, moreover, two relations according to (4) and (5) at the 
discontinuity (7Jr. = -0.35 volt), 

0' (0') 0" (0") ( A(a») --A_-exp WAB B = _~_ exp WAB B = ~ 
1-8' - kT 1 ~-O" kT pA'~) 

(9) 

and ~exp (WBBO~+WAs8~)' 
1-0' kT 

_ 0;;' (WBBO~+WABO'.:.)- (i_ .q,f(a) e,r.) (10) - 1-0/1 exp • kT - (pi(b J)"P5 e--£'T , 

where the single and double primes denote the quantities appropriate 
to higher and lower values of E at the discontinuity respectively. 

The E is on the other hand the sum of the number of elementary 
charges in the adsorbed phase and that required for the reaction 
2H+(a)+c-+Hi(a), i. e., 

(11) 

where Ns is the number of a's per unit area of the surface of the 
electrode determined at 8.8 x 10H cm-2 on the basis of radius of Hg 
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atom at the closest packing. It is read from Fig. 1 as, 

. E'. = a' = fj~ + 2fJ~ = 0.0250] 

E~~ (12) 
- = a" = fj~ + 2fj'{, = 0.0174 
Ns 

and ar; = 1.48 x 1014 volt·cm, the latter values gives 23.8 llF/cm2 for 
aE ' 

the capacity, a magnitude of current acceptance. 
Six unknowns, i. e. WAB/kT, WBB/kT and the individual fractions of 

coverage at r;=r;c, may now be solved from six equations (7), (8), (9), 
(10) and (12) as follows. 

Eliminating fj~, fj~, fj' and fj" from (6), (9) and (12) we have, 

WAB _ 1 (l+fj~-a') (a"-2fj~) _. - In-- - (13) 
kT fj~-fj;; (1 +fj~-a") (a'-2fj~) 

on one hand and eliminating similarly (af}A/BE) and (afJlaE) from (7), 

(8) and two relations derived from (6) and (11), 1. e. afJA + aOB = ~'!... 
aE aE oE 

and OOA + 2 afjB = _1_, 
aE aE Ns 

-Yc~~ = (~~~ Yu' - (~:;) v' +W' 

= (~:;-Yu"- (~j~ ) v" + w", 

on the other hand, where, . 

1_ (1+0~-a')(a'-2fj~) u - -.-------..... . 
1-fj' , 

• B 

v' = -u'Ns _ e_ (~) _2a'-2~~, 
kT oE '-V c 1-fjB' 

w'= 1 ·[(a'-2)Ns-e (~-) __ 1 J 
1-0~ - kT oE ";"c O~.' 

(14) 

u", 'I!" and w" being similarly expressed as u' etc. respectively, with 
a' and fj~ replaced ~y a" and fj~. According to (14) we have further, 

(15) 

where 'Llu=u' -u", Llv=v' -v" and Llw=w' -w", and from (10) and (13), 
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W BB _ 1 [I O~ (1 +O~-a') 
~ kT-- - O~-O~ n O~ (1 +O~-a") 

- ----2 In - . ( 
a'- a" )- (1 +O~-a') (all -2(}~) ] 
O~-(}~ (1 +(}~-a") (a'-20~) 

(16) 

Eqs. (13) and (15) incorporated with above values of a', a" and 

( aEYl -) determines now (O~, (}~) relation, which falls within the range, 
a '~Vo 

o < (}~ < ~ = 0.0125 0 < (}~ < ~= 0.0087 
2 2 

required by (12) for positive sign of the root of (15) but not for nega
tive one. The expression of WAB/kT with the former sign substituted 
in (14) gives another expression for WBB/kT which provides a further 
(8~, 8';,) relation when combined with (16). Both the relations were 
now solved graphically for (}~ and (}~ and henceforth {}~, (}~,- WAH/kT and 
WBB/kT determined as below. 

and 

and 

(}~ = 1.62 x 10-\ O~ = 5 X 10-4 for the higher value of E (18) 

O~ = 5 X 10-", {}~ = 1.25 X 10-2 for the lower one, 

WAB/kT = 490.3 and WHB/kT = 398.6 at 19°C. 

(19) 

(20) 

(3). Conclusion. 

Conclusion is that there may exist at least formally*) such dis
continuity as observed by HONDA and the change of appropriate (}A and 

*) It has been shown [K. MIYAHARA and T. TAKAISI: "Busseiron-Kenkyu", 40, 70 (1951) 
(printed in Japanese), or partly FOWLER and GUGGENHEIM: "Statistical Thermodynamics" 
(Cambride Univ. Press, 1939) Chap. X.] tliat the condition required for the stable coex
istence of two adsorbed phases is, besides the equality of· the chemical potentials of 

.. individual components, that of spreading pressures n l and nil i. e. 

n' = n'l 

of the phases denoted respectively by single and double primes. The expr_ion.of n is, 

--leT = -In(l~lJ) + {-(IJA2WAA+IJB2WBB+2IJAIJBWAB), 

which gives n' jkT=4.4XlO-2 and n1IjkT=2.1X10- 2 at 19°C for this case. These 

( an ) 1 I. ( an ) (_ aa ) ( a; ) values a,nd that of -;-- at nand n I, 1 e. --;-- = - X 3.05 and -
"YJ C7YJ rc ~ rc' aYJ aYJ rc - rc" 

= ( :: ) X 1.93, indicate, according to the general behaviour of n in the neighbourhood of 

the discontinuity [cf. the paper quoted above], that the consistent value of YJc is somewhat 
higher than -0.35 volt cI the observed one as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. 

The behaviour of -n: near the transition point pc; p 
is the equilibrium pressure of adsorptives in gas phase. 

(}B there shown above is compatible with the suggested picture; 
relevant magnitude of W AB · and WBB is however extravagant for the 
picture reasonably to be accepted. 

We are much indebted to Dr. J. HORlUTI, the Director of the In
stitute for Catalysis, for his kind and valuable direction on this work, 
which was submitted to the 6th Annual Meeting of the Japan 
Chemical Society. 
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